MEDITERRANEAN ACTION PLAN

Meeting of the Bureau of the Contracting Parties to the Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment and the Coastal Region of the Mediterranean and its Protocols

Zagreb, Croatia, 8-9 November 2010

PROVISIONAL AGENDA
PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Opening of the meeting

2. Adoption of the Provisional Agenda and organization of work

3. Progress Report by the Secretariat on activities carried out during the period April – September 2010

4. Specific issues
   4.1 Status of the MTF (UNEP HQ)
   4.2 Adjusting the 2010-2011 MAP Programme of work and Budget to available resources
   4.3 Governance
      a) Offshore Protocol: Response to potential accidents
      b) MSSD Assessment/14th Meeting of the MCSD
      c) MAP Info System
      d) Process of updating 5 year Programme of work and preparing the new biennium programme budget
   4.4 Ecosystem Approach
      a) Assessment report peer review process
      b) Timeline for implementing ecosystem approach road map
      c) Strategy for the implementation of ICZM Protocol
   4.5 Climate Change
      a) Regional Adaptation Framework
      b) Marine Renewable Energies
   4.6 Preparing the 17th Meeting of the Contracting Parties

5. Any other business

6. Conclusions and decisions

7. Closure of the meeting